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You don't need to know electrical theory to change a light bulb.  Why should you need to know financial theory to make money-smart   decisions?
You don't, says Ted Miller, editor of Kiplinger's Personal Finance   Magazine. As a journalist with more than two decades of experience at the   pioneer magazine of personal-finance journalism, Miller understands that   many otherwise knowledgeable adults have a hole in their education:   They've never been taught the basics of money management, saving or   investing. And they've never learned how to address so many important   financial decisions that come their way.    

Not that there isn't plenty of financial information out there. In fact,   Miller believes, there's so much that people are often frozen into   inaction because they can't get what they need when they need it.   Kiplinger's Practical Guide to Your Money cuts through the excess and   provides the essential information you need to make money-smart decisions   throughout your life. You'll learn how to:    

    *Figure out how much you have, and how much you owe, to determine your   personal bottom line
  *Avoid (or eliminate) excessive debt and use credit wisely
  *Set ambitious financial goals
  *Invest to reach those goals
  *Make the best deals when you buy a car or a home
  *Develop sound plans for building the nest eggs you'll need for your   kids' college education and your own retirement
  *Teach kids the value of money and help aging parents with their money   and living arrangements
  *Protect yourself and your family with the right amounts of life and   health insurance at every stage of your life    

In short - how to be a competent, confident, smart money manager.   

       About the Author
   

Ted Miller has been the editor of Kiplinger's Personal Finance   Magazine since 1987. He is the author of Make Your Money Grow and Invest   Your Way to Wealth. He appears frequently on television, discussing money   management and investing topics.     
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Continuum Theory (Lecture Notes in Pure and Applied Mathematics)CRC Press, 2002
[A]ll of the appers of this volume have a consistent scientific value.
 - Analele Stiintifice al Universitatii al I. Cuza
     Celebrating the work of world-renowned mathematician Sam B. Nadler, Jr., this reference examines the most recent advances in the analysis of continua. The book offers articles on the contributions of Professor...
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Professional Flash Mobile Development: Creating Android and iPhone Applications (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2011

	Professional Flash Mobile Development: Creating Android and iPhone Applications


	Everything Flash developers need to know to create native Android and iPhone apps


	This Wrox guide shows Flash developers how to create native applications for Android and iPhone mobile devices using Flash. Packed...
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Cases on Telecommunications And NetworkingIdea Group Publishing, 2006
During the past two decades, technological development related to telecommunication technologies has allowed organizations of all types and size to be able to develop effective networking applications in support of information management. Furthermore, telecommunication technologies combined with computer technology have created the foundation of...
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Professional Visual Studio ExtensibilityWrox Press, 2008
Professional Visual Studio Extensibility
    Are you ready to extend the capabilities of Visual Studio to become more efficient and productive? Whether you want to integrate optimized builds, enhanced programming tools, or other rapid application development features, this unique resource shows you how to develop customized...
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Java Design Patterns: A Hands-On Experience with Real-World ExamplesApress, 2018

	
		Get hands-on experience implementing 26 of the most common design patterns using Java and Eclipse. In addition to Gang of Four (GoF) design patterns, you will also learn about alternative design patterns, and understand the criticisms of design patterns with an overview of anti-patterns. For each pattern you will see at least...
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Concrete Semantics: With Isabelle/HOLSpringer, 2014

	Part I of this book is a practical introduction to working with the Isabelle proof assistant. It teaches you how to write functional programs and inductive definitions and how to prove properties about them in Isabelle’s structured proof language. Part II is an introduction to the semantics of imperative languages with an emphasis on...
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